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ABSTRACT
Terahertz (THz) band represents the unused frequency band between the microwave
and optical bands and lies in the range of frequencies between 0.1 to 10 THz. As a result,
the THz signal generation can be done using electronic or photonic circuits. Moreover, the
channel gain has hybrid features from both microwave and optical bands allowing to reap
the benefits of each band. Adopting such a technology can mitigate the spectrum scarcity
and introduce a substantial solution to other systems such as visible light communications.
Despite of the generous bandwidth, the THz communications suffer from high attenuation
that increases with adopted frequency similar to the microwave frequency band. Furthermore, THz communications are subject to a different type of attenuation called Molecular
Absorption, that depends on the chemical nature of the ambiance air. Thus, THz transmitters need to use extra power and high antenna gains to overcome signal loss and compensate
the short distance range limitation. In this thesis, we investigate the pathloss model to compute the overall attenuation faced by the THz wave for different frequencies and weather
conditions. Then, we use the THz technology to support the operation of uplink networks
using directional narrow beams. We optimize the uplink communication network resource
represented in the frequency bands and the assigned power in order to minimize the total
power consumption while achieving a specific quality of service. Furthermore, we investigate the impact of weather conditions and the system’s requirements in order to guarantee
a better performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The wireless communication industry faces an exponentially increasing demand of bandwidth because of the rapid expansion of wireless systems [1]. The evolution from the first
generation of wireless cellular technology to the fifth generation and even the sixth was
essentially marked by a noticeable increase of data rates and energy efficiency using new
modulation and multiplexing techniques and MIMO systems. Insuring a 1 Gbps or 10
Gbps, in 5G networks, to cope with demand of IoT and support its large number of connected devices, required the use of Massive MIMO, millimeter wave and device-to-device
techniques [2]. It’s all about reusing more efficiently the available spectrum and keep coming up with techniques to optimize spectral resources exploitation. What about looking
further in the EM spectrum? In this context, several novel research work are conducted in
higher frequencies than the typical 2.4 and 5 GHz upward to 60 GHz and even ultra high
frequencies of thousands of Gigahertz. In this frequency range, very high communication
speed of thousands of Gbps, depending on the transmit distance and the transmitter front
end performance (transmit power, antenna gain, added noise...) can be achieved.

1.1

Motivations and applications of THz communication

THz band, which ranges between 100 GHz and 10 THz (see Fig.1.1 [3]), has been proven
to be a promoting alternative of classic used bands to increase the achievable throughput
and to find a wider range for the increasing demand of new wireless applications. Visible
efforts portrayed as standardization activities and research work are driven to settle THz
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wireless communication [4]. In fact, nanonetworks and on-chip communication can be
attractive applications for THz band since they do not require high transmission distances
and therefore, higher data rates can be achieved [5]. In addition, fixed radio links and Personal Area networks can improve their performances using a THz wave [5], [6]. Terahertz
band is a broadband range of frequencies making it an attractive opportunity to handle
more applications and relax the heavy burden on microwaves. In fact, the main advantage
of THz communication is its ability of conveying very high data rates to the receiver due
to its generous bandwidth and without the need of high modulation schemes or diversity
techniques. For some distances and with the use of high antenna gains, one can achieve
several tens of Gigabits per second [7]. Additionally, the corresponding wavelengths of
THz frequencies are between 3 mm and 30 um. Therefore, an important advantage of THz
is that the wave can penetrate many opaque materials, and the channel is significantly frequency selective, because of the resonance frequencies of many molecules, which makes
their detection insightful [8].

Figure 1.1: Terahertz spectrum
THz frequencies can be foreseen as a promising alternative for several applications that
require high communication speed and short distances. Local Area Networks can be a
good candidate to use THz links since it requires limited transmission ranges and the environment is slowly varying [3]. In addition, a plethora of NanoScale applications can fully
benefit from the advantages of THz waves especially those that need extremely high speed
and reliability. In fact, the miniaturization of antennas in nano networks requires the use
of Terahertz radiations which have wavelengths in the order of hundreds of micrometers.
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Health monitoring systems collect information from several sensors distributed all over human body and in many cases, high response is crucial to avoid severe situations. These
applications are considered to be the most suitable for Terahertz radiation and can exploit
the large bandwidth of THz link to ensure its required connection speed [9]. Terahertz is
attractive likewise to space applications since in this case, we can benefit from very high
data rates without having to deal with atmospheric attenuation which is the main challenge
of ground application transmitting in the THz band [10].

1.2

Terahertz Radiation Characteristics

Terahertz radiation, which lies between the millimeter wave and the infrared, has interesting
physical and atomic characteristics, since it embraces optical aspects and characteristics.
The relatively short wavelength of THz wave leads to a different interaction of its electric and magnetic fields with the environment. The energy of photons increases with the
frequency of the wave [11] which makes the THz wave capable of producing photoelectric
effects and thus more interactions at the atom level yielding more reflections, different scattering process and more absorption. This peculiarity, depending on the way the THz wave
is exploited, can be recognized as an advantage or an obstacle. Precisely, if we need to detect the presence of some specific atoms, THz can achieve the objective. Otherwise, if we
want to convey information using THz signals, the absorption will be the main faced hardship. Here rises the necessity of using very high antenna gains and invest in high transmit
powers to reach the required QoS in the network.

1.3

Literature Review and Related Work

In the last two decades, several research work have been conducted to investigate the possibility of accessing the THz band expecting an outstanding increase of the achievable rate.
Since THz communications can be foreseen as a novel captivating domain, research topics
have considered several directions mainly, THz wave properties and peculiarities, channel
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modeling, investigation of rate and transmit ranges and several field measurements.

1.3.1

Measurements in the THz band

Due to its very small wavelength compared to the dimensions of surface imperfections,
Terahertz waves undergo a different reflection process than the typical sub-6 GHz communication. This side was heavily studied to characterize the phenomena of reflection,
scattering and diffraction and their impact on the signal’s quality as in [12–14]. It was
demonstrated that the material influences considerably the amount of reflected energy since
part of the energy is absorbed by the obstacle. Another aspect is scattering of the EM wave
due to the small wavelength of the wave compared to the dimensions of surface imperfections. The level of surface roughness makes the EM wave scatter in all directions. This
new phenomenon needs to be included in the channel modeling of THz systems. Measurements in [15] and [16] showed that antenna misalignment have an important impact on the
performance since the THz beam is very narrow. In this regard, we deduce the need to
use rigorous beam-forming techniques for a perfect antenna alignment. Both works conclude the potential of THz communication to accommodate very high data rates and help
implement 5G networks.

1.3.2

Channel modeling

The main difference between Terahertz and lower frequencies such as microwave, is that
the latter are only influenced by the spreading loss, while the terahertz band suffers a high
frequency selectivity because of the molecular absorption [17]. Thus, the main particularities of the THz band are the high spreading loss (which is increasing with frequencies) and
high molecular absorption (because of the resonance of some molecules in the medium).
THz channel modeling has been an interesting research direction to investigate THz capabilities and especially to try to cope with the channel imperfections. Several researches have
been conducted to deal with the channel modeling using different approaches [8, 17–19].
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This part will be further detailed in Chapter 2.

1.3.3

Transceivers and antennas design

The need for new transceiver and antenna systems has grown with the increasing interest
in Terahertz communication. To this end, several research works were concerned by designing equipment to allow complete functional THz systems to come to light. Antennas
operating at Terahertz frequencies need both small scale feed system and large scale beamforming to cope with the short wavelength [20] as in [21] and [22]. Fabry˙Perot resonators
and graphene sheets are good candidates to allow the generation of Terahertz waves [23].
Graphene is an atomic scale crystal since it’s an arrangement of carbon atoms in a 2D
plane. This miniaturization property makes it an attractive material for devices that manipulate Terahertz waves [24]. These devices include mainly field effect transistors capable of
operating at very high frequencies as in [25] and nano antennas for Terahertz radiation [26].

1.3.4

Adaptive THz Systems

Terahertz band is not invested yet because manipulating very high frequency waves requires the use of novel transceivers, antennas and channel models. Thus, thriving research
is being conducted to explore the possibility of profiting from the exceptional benefits of
this band mainly the very high data rates that can be achieved without the need of sophisticated techniques as MIMO systems or OFDM modulation.
Common research interested in the THz band focus on maximizing the rate or the transmission range [27–30]. Achievable rate investigation was one of the most visited topics in
the literature, since high rate is the most important gain of using Terahertz signals.
The THz channel is frequency selective and has a molecular absorption that is strongly related to the distance. Thus, the design of adaptive systems is a main research interest. This
is mainly done by adjusting the system’s parameters like modulation and transmit power
to the channel peculiarities. In [27], the focus was on strategically allocate the power, the
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modulation scheme and spectral windows for a single user trying to communicate with
several receivers in order to maximize the communication range. The main motivation behind is the fact that the THz channel faces principally the molecular absorption which is
strongly related to the transmission distance. It was shown that aggregate rate reaches 100
Gbps over 21m in the LoS path. The use of high gains for the transmit and receive antennas
is imperative to have one directed beam capable of beating the severe channel fading. A
similar work has been done in [28] with an additional analysis of the interference between
different bands. In [31], we investigated the achievable rate in an indoor setup where multiusers communicate with several access points operating at THz band achieving 20 Gbps
for every user.
To exploit the Terahertz band, standadization activities have begun since 2008 [4]. This regulation will make the use of THz frequencies more insightful and research works should
take into consideration the electromagnetic spectrum distribution as set by specialized entities.

1.4

Objectives and Contributions

In this thesis, we explore the THz channel in details, tempting to comprehend its pecularities, brought especially by the fact that THz radiation has a very small wavelength, making
optical approaches suitable to analise its behavior. Our main objective is to explain the
pathloss model in the THz band and detail the way to compute the freespace pathloss for
a specific frequency and for different weather conditions represented as temperature and
humidity. Afterwards, we describe some channel modeling approaches used in the literature. In the end, we illustrate THz communication through a system where we consider an
uplink setup with one user trying to communicate with a BS through the different bands
as presented in the point-to-point standard IEEE 802.15 [4] using directed beams. This
feature will make our work suitable for future THz systems. Power consumption has been
the major issue in the design of communication devices. For this reason, optimizing power
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consumption remains a main challenge and an appealing research direction. In this regard, our objective is to strategically allocate power and windows in order to minimize the
aggregate transmit power while keeping a minimum quality of service represented as the
achievable rate. The key is to benefit from the rich bandwidth of THz systems to have
larger room for reducing the power budget. We aim throughout this thesis at:
• Explaining the THz channel characteristics along with the main differences between
THz and lower bands.
• Investigating the pathloss in the THz band using the HITRAN database in order to
compute the loss caused by the molecular absorption.
• Investigating the channel modeling techniques in the THz band for both indoor and
outdoor environments considering the main challenges brought by the peculiarities of THz
waves.
• Proposing a power allocation approach for a single user accessing several subwindows of the available band with the main objective of minimizing its transmit power while
keeping a minimum achievable rate.
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Chapter 2
THz Channel Characteristics and Modeling

In this chapter, we explain the THz channel peculiarities and we detail the pathloss undergone by a THz radiation in free space. We give the model used in the literature to compute
the pathloss and we observe the impact of weather conditions. Then, we present different
approaches used to model the THz channel.

2.1
2.1.1

THz Channel Characteristics
Pathloss in the THz band

One of the main characteristics of the THz channel is its high path loss due to two major
facts:

1. Spreading loss
Due to the high frequency of THz waves, the latter undergo very high spreading loss
compared to other bands. For a wave propagating at a frequency f and traveling a
distance d, the attenuation caused by free space path loss is expressed as following,

Aspr = 20 log10

4πd
λ


(2.1)

where c = 3.108 m/s is the velocity of the wave.
2. Molecular absorption
Terahertz channel suffers from a high attenuation due to the molecular absorption.
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This molecular absorption becomes more significant going upward in the electromagnetic spectrum (not including X-Rays which have different absorption mechanisms). In fact, when an EM wave is propagating through a medium, the molecules
are excited at specific frequencies, and the atoms start to vibrate (rotation, translation
and torsion). Therefore, part of the energy is consumed in these motions, after being
converted to kinetic energy [32]. The wave is then attenuated. It’s worth to mention that water vapor has the main contribution to the molecular absorption, creating
several peaks of attenuation in the Terahertz band [32]. The attenuation caused by
the molecular absorption to an electromagnetic wave propagating at frequency f is
expressed as follows,
Aabs = exp (k (f ) d)

(2.2)

where d is the traveled distance and k is the medium absorption coefficient which
depends on the molecular composition of the considered medium.
The absorption coefficient in 2.2 depends on the molecular composition of the propagation medium, including the gases and the number of molecules per unit volume
and other environmental parameters like the pressure and the temperature. In this
context, the HITRAN Database [33] is widely used as a standard to compute atmospheric transmission of EM waves (spectroscopy and radiative transfer through
gases). The absorption coefficient is expressed as follows [34],

k (f ) =

X

kg,is

(2.3)

g,is

where g and is denote respectively the gases and all their isotopologues existing in
the air. The overall reflection coefficient is the summation of all reflection coefficients of each isotopologue of each gas. To find the absorption coefficients kg,is we
should first compute the monochromatic absorption coefficient which corresponds to
the absorption generated by one transition frequency. To explain this phenomenon
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briefly, when an upcoming EM wave encounters an atom, if it’s energy expressed as,

E = hν

(2.4)

where ν is it’s frequency in Hertz and h is the Planck constant, is greater than the
energy gap between the electrons, the photon will be absorbed and the electron will
move from a low state to an excited state. This is the photoelectric effect.
A transition happens inside the atom if the energy of the incoming wave is high
enough to move the electron to a higher state. At each frequency, the absorption
coefficient is the summation over all transitions frequencies.
This monochromatic absorption coefficient due to a single transition from state i to
an upper state j is expressed as,

kij (ν) = Sij fL (ν, νij )

(2.5)

where Sij is the intensity of spectral lines and fL is the Lorentz profile for the broadening of spectral lines. Spectral lines are usually used as fingerprints to identify
atoms. It’s simply the presence or the absence of a monochromatic light wave (a
wave with single wavelength) due to the emission or absorption of this frequency by
the atom. Due to several local or external conditions, this theoretically thin spectral
line is broadened and will cover a range of frequencies instead of the central one that
corresponds to the transition. There are several profiles that can shape this broadening depending on the pressure range. Since we work in the lower atmosphere, we
consider the following Lorentz profile,

fL (ν, νij ) =

γ
1

2
π γ + ν − νij∗

(2.6)

where νij∗ is the shifted transition wavenumber. In fact, the spectral line is shifted
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from its zero-pressure position or the vacuum transition wavenumber νij as mentioned in the HITRAN documentation governed by the amount of the shift δair with
respect to the following rule,
νij∗ = νij + δair p

(2.7)

In addition, γ is the Lorentzian pressure broadening HWHM (Half-Width at HalfMaximum), function of the temperature and the pressure and expressed in cm−1 as,

γ (p, T ) =

TREF
T

nair
(γair (p − pself ) + γself pself )

(2.8)

where γair and γself are respectively the air-broadened and self-broadened HWHMs
measured at reference temperature TREF and reference pressure pREF given in cm−1 /atm.
The spectral line shape depends further on the temperature. This dependence is represented by the parameter nair .
At this point, we gave in details all the necessary parameters and expressions to compute the absorption coefficient resulting from a transition from state i to a state j and
produced by a wave with wavenumber ν. To find the overall absorption coefficient at
ν of isotopologue is of a gas g, we sum over all possible transition wavenumbers νij
as following,
kg,is =

X

kij (ν)

(2.9)

νij

This absorption coefficient is expressed in 1/(molecules.cm−2 ) and represents the
absoption spectrum of a single molecule per unit volume. It can be depicted in Fig.
2.1 for the water vapor.
Now, we have to compute the overall absorption coefficient. First, the number of
molecules per unit volume is,

N=

Nmolecules
V

(2.10)
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Figure 2.1: Absorption coefficient of a single molecule of water
vapor at T = 296K and p = atm
where Nmolecules is the number of molecules per volume V . We introduce the parameter n, the number of moles in volume V and Avogadro’s constant NA which
represents the number of molecules per mole to write the following relation,

Nmolecules = nNA

(2.11)

Therefore,
N = NA

n
V

(2.12)

The Ideal Gas Law states that pV = nKBT where p and T are respectively the absolute pressure and temperature of the gas and KBT is the Boltzmann constant.
Therefore, the overall pathloss in the THz band can be seen in Fig.2.2 versus the
frequency and for different transmit ranges. From 2.2, we can see clearly that the
pathloss is a main limitation to THz communication systems when it comes to transmit ranges. At long distances, pathloss peaks become more pronounced and the set
of usable bands gets smaller.
Other than the transmit distance, humidity is a key parameter in the THz band,
since the pathloss increases exponentially with the number of water molecules in
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Figure 2.2: Path loss in the THz band for different transmit
distances

Figure 2.3: Path loss in the THz band for different humidity levels
the medium. For this reason, we plot in Fig.2.3, the pathloss versus the frequency
for different values of humidity and for a fixed distance of 10 meters. We can observe similar behavior as the effect of distance, more significant peaks with very
high pathloss for high humidity. This phenomenon can be considered as a limitation to THz systems in regions or seasons with high humidity levels. However, THz
for nano communication or closed conditioned indoor environments remains an outstanding application for THz communication.
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2.1.2

Absorption loss in materials

When an electromagnetic wave impinges on a conductor, depending on the materials
property and the wavelength of the wave, part of the energy is reflected back and part
is absorbed1 . We can explain this briefly using characteristic impedance which is the
ratio of magnetic and electric field propagating through a transmission line when its
length is infinite. If we consider the first medium (free space) and the second medium
(the conducting surface) as two transmission lines with characteristic impedance Z1
and Z2 , the reflection coefficient of the EM wave traveling from the first to the second
medium is ρ =

Z2 −Z1
.
Z2 +Z1

The characteristic impedance of free space is a constant equal

to Z1 = 377ohm, while Z2 = 0 for a perfect conductor (with infinite conductivity σ
and zero resistivity), the reflection coefficient is −1. Therefore, the wave is totally
reflected back by perfect conducting surfaces with a phase difference of 180o . But,
in a more realistic scenario, where the conductor is not perfect (Z2 6= 0), a part of the
EM wave will be absorbed in the metal and the reflection coefficient is strictly less
than 1 (in absolute value). To relate this with our topic, the amount of transmitted
wave through the material depends on the wavelength and the intrinsic properties of
the medium. The EM radiation is a stream of particles, the photons. The energy of
photons increases with the frequency of the wave [11]. In Terahertz band, having
high energy, the photons impinging on a material will be absorbed by the electrons
of some atoms, the latter will go from the ground state to the excited state and will
be freed from the original atom: free electrons moving through the material. Therefore, for Terahertz waves, the impact of absorption by some surfaces will be more
significant due to the small wavelength and to the intrinsic properties as well.
1

The alternating magnetic field impinging on a conductor induces an alternating current according to
Faraday’s law of induction. This current will produce a radiated EM wave: the reflected wave.
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2.1.3

Doppler effect

When an EM wave propagating with a frequency f0 impinges on a moving object,
the reflected wave has a frequency f1 = f0 + fD . This phenomenon is called Doppler
effect and fD is called the Doppler shift. This can be explained in a simple fashion as
follows: Imagine an object moving towards the source of the EM wave. After a first
crest hits the object, the next crest will travel a shorter distance to hit the object which
is coming closer. Then, the wavelength (the difference between the two crests) will
seem smaller to the receiver and the frequency will seem higher. We can explain the
phenomenon in the same way when the object is moving further from the transmitter.
Therefore, we can say that the Doppler effect will be more significant with Terahertz
frequencies, since the wavelength is very small and any short distance traveled by the
moving object will make a big shift of the frequency. This effect will be observed
as well, when the source of the Terahertz signal is moving, the Doppler shift will
have more impact in the receiver side than signals with lower frequencies. If we
consider the expression of the Doppler shift when the transmitter is moving towards
the receiver at rest,
fD =

c
f
c−v

(2.13)

where f is the frequency of the transmitted wave, v is the velocity of the source and
c is the light speed. Since the shift is proportional to f and f is very high in the THz
band, the shift will be so high as well, the signal may fall in a peak of attenuation
and the communication is totally lost. So to avoid this outage, the choice of the
transmission window must be chosen carefully.

2.1.4

Broadening effect

The broadening effect appears as an immediate result of the high frequency selectivity of the THz channel. This is simply the broadening of the transmitted pulse’s
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width after passing through a frequency selective channel. This phenomenon is very
significant in the THz band and the broadening factor can reach several tens [35].
To limit this issue, we usually increase the temporal separation between each two
consecutive pulses to avoid the interference at the receiver side, and therefore, the
achievable rate will be reduced.
Another solution is to divide the total available bandwidth into several small windows
over which the frequency channel response is considered to be flat and thus, each signal transmitted over each sub-window will propagate through flat fading channel and
will face reduced frequency selectivity and broadening effect [17, 28].

2.1.5

Reflection, scattering and diffraction of EM waves

Specular and Diffuse reflection
The reflection on rough surfaces of THz wave is generally not perfect (not total

Figure 2.4: Specular vs diffuse reflection of EM waves on rough
surfaces
reflection), but part of the wave will be reflected back. In fact, any roughness in the
surface will scatter the wave apart, because the wavelength is very short, with the
same dimensions as the surface imperfections. To clarify this phenomenon, Fig.2.4
[36] shows the difference between the specular reflection, which is the reflection that
occurs in the case of a perfect smooth surface (angle of incidence is equal to the angle
of reflection) and the diffuse reflection when the wave is scattered in all directions.
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For lower frequencies, this phenomenon is negligeable because the wavelegnth is
large comoared to the roughness dimensions. To model this reflection, we introduced
the reflection coefficient as presented in several works [17], [18] in the following
form,
R(f ) = γT E (f ).ρ(f )

(2.14)

where, γT E is the smooth surface reflection coefficient stated by the Fresnel equation,
and ρ is the Rayleigh roughness factor [12], [14] given by,
r
1−



1−



ni cosθ − nt
γT E =

r
ni cosθ + nt

ni
sinθ
nt
ni
sinθ
nt

2
2 .

(2.15)

and,
8π.f 2 .σ 2 .cos2 θ
ρ = exp −
c2



.

(2.16)

where θ is the incident angle, ni and nt are the refractive index of the air and the
reflection surface respectively. Here, σ is the standard deviation of the rough surface
height modeled as a Gaussian distributed random variable.
Therefore, the total incident wave will generally be divided into, a reflected wave
taking into account the reflection coefficient that considers the surface roughness,
scattered wave that will be scattered in all directions and transmitted wave which
will be absorbed in the material2 .
Diffraction
When an EM wave encounters a edge or a wedge, it changes its direction into a
region of shadow. In a wireless communication setup, it’s only taken into account
when the receiver is in this shadow region. This phenomenon is called diffraction
and commonly called the Knife-edge effect. The amount and the direction of the
2

More information about the scattering coefficient can be found in [17] using the Modified Beckmann
Kirchhoff theory [37]
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Figure 2.5: Knife-edge effect
diffracted wave depend on the shape of the diffracting object [38]. We can see in
Fig.2.5 [39] how the diffraction occurs on an obstacle between the transmitter and
the receiver.
For indoor systems, the authors of [40] have calculated the reflection coefficients
for TM and TE waves for typical materials (wood, plaster and glass). Kirchhoff
scattering theory is used to find the reflection and scattering coefficients [41].
Considering or not the above phenomena faced by the THz wave depends on the
environment, the requirements and the way the authors will follow to simplify their
channel model.

2.2

THz Channel Modeling

In wireless communication systems, channel modeling can be done in a deterministic or statistical way, depending on the availability of information about the environment, the transmitted wave, the measurements performed in the literature, the
occupied bandwidth... For Terahertz channels, several researches have been conducted in the last few years to model the channel, since it’s an emerging topic and
research directions are widely available.
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2.2.1

Deterministic channel modeling

To perform deterministic channel modeling, we need a detailed description of the
environment, including the positions of the surrounding objects, the used materials, the reflecting surface properties, the exact position of the transmitter and the
receiver [42].
We can distinguish different approachs to model the channel in a deterministic way,
especially, Ray tracing techniques, and numerical analysis like the FDTD (FiniteDifference Time Domain). These numerical methods are performed by solving Maxwell’s
Equations as a fundamental tool and foundation for all electromagnetic analysis [43].
FDTD showed a high accuracy of the measurements since they compute the time
variation of the electric and magnetic fields in every single point of the environment
and taking into consideration all its material and geometrical properties. Nevertheless, this method is very demanding in terms of computational time and complexity [44]. In the other hand, Ray tracing has been an attractive technique for researcher
to model wireless channels with reduced computational complexity [19]. For this
reason, we will explain the ray tracing in the next part of the chapter and give some
examples of different models.
Ray tracing techniques: Multi-Ray model
In Ray Tracing methods, we consider the electromagnetic wave emitted from the
source as a stream of photons traveling along the way and facing four important effects: reflection, scattering, diffraction and absorption. The THz wave is close in
terms of physical properties, to optical waves, making the ray tracing a good approach to sketch the channel. Since the THz wave has a very small wavelength,
when an EM wave is impinging on an object, any roughness in the surface of the object will scatter the electromagnetic wave in all directions depending on the surface
roughness of the material [14]. The propagation of electromagnetic waves are analyzed with acceptable complexity and computational time [45] by representing the
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Figure 2.6: Ray Tracing techniques
propagating wave as rays in a geometrical-optical model [19]. In Fig. 2.6 from [46],
the LoS, the reflected, the scattered and the diffracted rays are incorporated based on
the geometry of the propagation environment , by computing the lengths of each ray
resulting from one of the above effects. In fact, the ray tracing is quite adequate and
accurate since the wavelength of a THz wave is sufficiently short to be able to use
optical approaches.
Because of the high reflection losses at THz frequencies, some researchers consider
only up to second order reflections while modeling the reflected waves [47]. Another important fact is that transmit and receive antennas are typically assumed to be
highly directional to compensate the high path loss. In [17], we developed a multiray channel model for the Terahertz band using ray tracing techniques. Based on a
detailed description of the environment, we trace the LoS, the reflected, the scattered
and the diffracted rays on the 4 surrounding walls and on a table. To evaluate the
contribution of each ray in the received signal, we computed the reflection, scattering and diffraction coefficients using Kirchhoff scattering theory and the modified
Beckmann-Kirchhoff theory [37] and including the angle of incidence, the distances
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Figure 2.7: MultiRay channel model
a.LoS ray
b.Reflected rays
c.Scattered rays
d.Diffracted rays
between the transmitter and the point of reflection (scattering or diffraction) and the
refractive index of the propagation mediums. The overall channel model is a summation over the existing rays of channel response of each ray. The channel impulse
response of this multi-ray model according to [17], composed of LoS, Nref reflected
rays, Nsca scattered waves and Ndif diffracted waves, is expressed in the most general
form, as following,
h(t) = αLoS δ (t − τLoS ) 1LoS +
+

Nsca
X
n=1

n
n
αsca
δ (t − τsca
)+

Nref
X

n
n
αref
δ (t − τref
)

n=1
N
dif
X
n
αdif
δ
n=1

(2.17)
n
(t − τdif
).

where, αLoS is the attenuation of the LoS whose existence is governed by the indicator function 1LoS , αin and τin are respectively the attenuation and the delay of the nth
reflected, nth scattered and nth diffracted waves, for i in {ref, sca, dif}. It is worth
to note, that according to what have been explained in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.5, the
attenuation coefficients αi include the molecular absorption, the spreading loss and
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the reflection (scattering or diffraction) coefficient.
The frequency response includes both spreading loss and molecular absorption, being significant in the THz band. Therefore, the channel gains can be expressed as
following,
c − 1 k(f )r
e 2
4πf r
1
c
e− 2 k(f )(r1 +r2 ) .R (f )
=
4πf (r1 + r2 )
1
c
=
e− 2 k(f )(s1 +s2 ) .S (f )
4πf (s1 + s2 )
1
c
e− 2 k(f )(d1 +d2 ) .D (f )
=
4πf (d1 + d2 )

αLoS =
αref
αsca
αdif

(2.18)

where, R(f ), S(f ) and D(f ) are respectively the reflection, the scattering and the
diffraction coefficients with detailed expressions in [17]. The distances r1 , r2 , s1 , s2 ,
d1 and d2 are detailed in Fig.2.7 [17]. It’s important to mention that the total bandwidth was divided into sub-windows over which the channel frequency response is
considered flat, since the THz channel suffers from high fading and thus severe frequency selectivity (each frequency is distorted differently). This multipath channel
model has been validated using measurements already done from 0.3 THz up to 1
THz. The capacity can reach 75 Gbit/s with water-filling power allocation and with
10 dBm as transmit power over a distance of 3 m.
The above is a general model that can be adapted and even simplified according to
the setup, the propagation environment and the gain of the transmit and receive antennas. In this context, the same authors have considered the same previous channel
model in [28], but by neglecting the scattered and the diffracted rays. The reason is
that these rays have negligeable contribution to the received signal compared to the
LoS and the reflected rays, as has been mentioned in [48]. Here, we compared the
performance of the wireless link using non directional and high directional transmit
and receive antennas. The impact of high gain antennas on the SNR is highlighted,
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we are being able to transmit over a distance of 30 m with transmit and receive gains
of 20 dBi rather than 0 dBi with acceptable SNR values.
We expect that the second simplified model in [28], achieves less data rates than the
first one, that is more general and accounts for the scattered and diffracted rays.
So as a conclusion from these two related works, the achievable rate and the transmission distance can be maximized by either considering a general precise model,
that accounts for the reflected, scattered and diffracted rays with increasing complexity, or by designing an optimum waveform and/or using high directive antennas. The
final choice between different solutions remain a function of the complexity of the
environment, the available antennas, and the requirements of the system (in terms of
data rates which depends on the application itself).
On the other hand, in [49], we focused on the impact of materials on the reflected
wave, the way can absorption in some materials affect the received power compared
to others, and thus the possibility of establishing a NLoS link with good BER (the
reflected wave is reliable enough). We considered the reflection on 3 different materials: a painted cinder-block wall, a conformal metal foil and a smooth metal plate.
The BER reached is better for a perfectly smooth metal, then the metal foil (with
surface roughness) and then the painted cinderblock which absorbs more radiated
power. This result is expected. First, the metals, as discussed in section 2.1.2, perfectly reflect the incident EM wave. In more details, the smooth metal plate achieves
better results in terms of reflection capabilities since most of the incident EM wave
will be reflected, without scattering, while, for the metal foil with higher surface
roughness, a part of the incident wave will be scattered in all directions and will not
have significant contribution in the received signal. For the cinderblock painted wall,
the degradation is caused by both absorption in the material and by random scattering caused by the surface roughness [14]. Therefore, the system can’t achieve similar
BER as metal plates unless we increase the transmitted power.
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To investigate the performance of Ray tracing methods, in [50], we studied the characteristics of THz channel in two specific frequency ranges, 75-110 GHz and 270320 GHz, using a higher antenna gain for the second range to compensate the path
loss of higher frequencies. In this paper, we performed both simulation and practical measurements in a small office using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) with
a clear direct vision between the transmitter and the receiver. The simulation were
done using a Ray Tracing simulator [51] and the results matched the measurements
ensuring the efficiency of ray tracing techniques in modeling EM wave propagation.
The contribution of scattered and diffracted rays are neglected and the reflections are
considered up to order 2 (2 successive reflections before getting to the receive antenna). This work provides more insight on the validity of ray tracing as a possible
channel modeling technique even if the model is simplified and the scattered waves
are disregarded.
An interesting work has been conducted in [52] to implement a SISO wireless communication system over a range of 20m at 237.5 GHz using a uni-traveling carrier
photodiode, achieving a data rate of 100 Gbit/s. One of the main advantages of this
system is that it achieves such a high data rate without using MIMO systems. Using
8QAM modulation, the system achieved a data rate of 75 Gbit/s and a BER of 10−4
over a distance of 20 m. As the distance inceases to 40 m, the BER increases but
remains below 10−3 . The data rate is improved by splitting the total bandwidth to 3
different channels separated by 12.5 GHz and the overall data rate reaches 100 Gbit/s
and a BER of almost 10−3 over 10 m. This implemented system proved the high data
rates that can be achieved with THz signals over certain distance to avoid the high
attenuation. But, this can be bypassed using high gain antennas and enough transmit
power.
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Taking the matter from another perspective, most of the conducted works used the
2008 HITRAN database version, while novel ones, 2012-edition and then 2016edition, have considered more spectral coverage, best accuracy and more realistic
absorption factors, even addressing the outer atmosphere (beyond the earth) [53, 54].
In this context, the authors of [8] used ray tracing techniques to model the LoS and
the NLoS up to a distance of 1 m and using the values proposed in the High Resolution Transmission Database HITRAN-2012. In this paper, we considered multiray model, with the coexistence of both LoS and reflected NLoS rays. The results
showed that a data rate of Tbps can be achieved for a distance up to 1 m using 1 Watt
as transmit power , and interestingly, the NLoS by itself can achieve 100 Gbps!
Summary
Deterministic channel modeling is itself a precise and accurate way to model a wireless channel, especially Ray tracing methods that have less complexity than other
methods. The performance of the system depends on several factors, mainly, whether
the model accounts for higher order reflections and scattered rays, the waveform design, the power allocation scheme (water-filling is commonly the optimum one) and
the directivity of the used antennas. To reduce the complexity of the model, a tradeoff has to be considered depending on the application and the propagation environment.

2.2.2

Statistical channel modeling

The development of alternative statistical models for THz channels is the topic of
several researches since classic channel models as Rayleigh and Rician are not applicable anymore [35]. The first reason is that these models are mostly convenient
for narrow-band systems while THz systems are wideband with a bandwidth that can
reach 50 GHz. The second reason is that these models ignore the high spreading loss
and the molecular absorption of the THz channel.
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Figure 2.8: System Model for indoor environment: Representation
of all the reflected paths
Several works have been interested in characterizing the multipath components, the
scattered rays from rough surfaces [55], [56], by approximating statiscal distributions
for their amplitudes, their phases, their AoA (Angle of arrival), AoD (Angle of Departure) and their ToA (Time of Arrival). Extensive ray tracing simulations have been
done by considering 220 different positions of the receiver, at 300 GHz, in an indoor
office in [55]. Interestingly, the received power from scattered rays originating from
the same reflection are confined within one cluster. These clusters correspond to
range of values of azimuth and elevation angles, where multipath components have
close or similar multipath characteristics (delay, phase, direction,...). These clusters
are formed with the scattered rays coming from the same incident wave on a rough
surface. The reason behind considering each NLoS path as a cluster is to highlight
the importance of scattered waves from rough surfaces to the multipath component.
In each cluster, the specular reflected ray is more significant than the scattered rays
(has the highest power). To better clarify this approach, the Fig.2.8 (top view, i.e.
(x,y) plane) taken from [55] shows all possible rays from the transmitter to the receiver, the latter being considered in the spherical coordinates. Here, we considered
the NLoS received power as the sum of the power of each cluster in the following
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Figure 2.9: Relative received power with reference to the transmit
power versus AoA in θ and φ planes
way,
P (θ, φ) =

N
X

Pi (θ, φ)cluster

(2.19)

i=1

where, N is the number of clusters, Pi (θ, φ)cluster is the angular power profile3 of
each cluster and which is different from zero over specific values of elevation angle θ
and azimuth angle φ for a fixed distance of the receiver. Fig.2.9 shows the clustering
behavior of the scattered rays, in function of the angle of arrival in the elevation and
azimuth planes.
In this paper, the amplitude Ai , the AoA and the AoD in the elevation and azimuth
domains, σφ and σθ , the phase and the ToA are all approximated using known distributions and the results from the extensive simulations of the ray tracing.
Based on the above model, in [56], a geometric-statistical channel model was proposed using some of the findings of [55], mainly the distributions of the relative amplitudes of the multipath components. Its main contribution is providing a methodology to evaluate the system’s performance through specified steps, including the use
3

The APP (Angular Power Profile) represents the dependency of the received power at each point of the
space taken in the spherical coordinates system.
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of the mirror image theory to find the contribution of each reflected ray to the received signal. The received power is calculated by randomizing the characteristics of
the multipath components using the statistical distributions of [55].
Summary
Most of the researches conducted to derive statistical models for the THz channel
were focused on finding distributions for the multipath components rather than the
overall fading channel. This research direction may be promoting to try to model the
channel, as a whole, in a probabilistic manner. A possible way to avoid the channel
selectivity is to divide the overall bandwidth into subwindows, over each, the channel
is flat fading and especially narrow band, in this case Rayleigh or Rice models can be
investigated whether they can model each sub channel. Certainly, a final confirmation can’t be done without setting the system and comparing the results with existing
measurements.

2.3

Conclusion

We can notice that low THz frequencies have been investigated the most since first,
they introduce less molecular absorption and spreading loss and second, more practical measurements have been done in lower range of THz frequencies because of the
lack of instruments capable of processing ultra high frequencies.
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Chapter 3
THz system Design and Analysis

Throughout this chapter, we will explain the system model and settings and then we will
present the system that consists in minimizing the power of one user trying to access the
Terahertz channel, while taking into consideration the peculiarities of this channel.

3.1

System Model

Consider an indoor communication network, where a user communicates with a receiver,
over Terahertz band in an uplink setup. The transmitted pulses use M-QAM modulation to
maximize the bit rate and increase the bandwidth efficiency. The user accesses the spectrum
in a way to minimize its power consumption while keeping a minimum achievable rate. To
this end, a strategic distribution of spectral resources will be carried out depending on the
available bandwidth.
Before delving to the system model, we present in the following, the transmission windows
used to transmit the signal. It’s important to mention that with high antenna gains, the
narrow beam of the antenna will be focused in the LoS direction and we can ignore the
reflected and scattered rays.
Since the THz channel is strongly frequency selective, the channel response is not flat
and the transmitted signal will be highly distorted. To deal with this issue, we divide the
total window into several subwindows over which the response of the channel is flat. As
defined in the standard 802.15 [4], the width of each transmission window is 2.16 GHz.
The considered channels can be depicted in Fig.3.1, where the total band is from 252.72
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Figure 3.1: Channel plan as mentioned in the Standardization
Project 802.15.
GHz up to 254.88 GHz regulated by THz standards. Considering subwindows with 2.16
GHz as bandwidth, the total available band can be divided into 32 channels, each B = 2.16
GHz wide.
Therefore, the channel response over each subwindow, is expressed as following,

h (t) = αLoS δ (t − tLoS )

(3.1)

The THz channel is characterized by a significant additional source of attenuation, which is
the molecular absorption. Therefore, as suggested in [32], the noise in the THz channel is
not white since it mainly comes from the molecular absorption, but it can be approximated
by a white Gaussian noise with power PN = −80 dBm [28, 57].

3.2

Interband interference

Despite the use of high directive transmit and receive antennas, a leakage can occur from
subwindows and cause non negligible interference to adjacent bands and that needs to be
taken into consideration throughout the analysis.
This IBI can be expressed as following [27],

Iw = N

0,

Z X
NT
f v,v6=w

pv |Gv (f )

Nu
X

!
αv (m)|2 df

(3.2)

m=1

where Nu is the number of multipath components, Pv is the power over subwindow v and
Gv is the pulse shape. In our design, Nu = 1 corresponding to the LoS since we use high
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directive antennas and Gv can be a raised cosine pulse uniform for all bands. In this case,
we consider Gv = H (f ), ∀v ∈ {1, NT }. Then the IBI will reduce to,

Iw = N

0, Ep

!

NT
X

pv |αv,LoS |2

(3.3)

v,v6=w

where Ep =

R

|H (f )|2 df is the energy of the transmitted pulse and αv,LoS is the gain of the

LoS in the band v. The energy Ep = 1 for a rectangular waveform.

Therefore, the SINR on the wth subwindow is [27],
Gt Gr |hw (d)|2 Pw
γw (d) =
Gt Gr Iw + BS

(3.4)

where hw is the channel response over subwindow w, S is the noise PSD (Power Spectral Density) which is considered to be white Gaussian as in [28, 57]. The power of the
interference signal Iw is expressed as,

Iw =

Z X
NT

pv |Gv (f ) αv,LoS |2 df

(3.5)

f v,v6=w

The power pv is constant over subwindow v, then, the interference can be expressed as,

Iw =

NT
X

p v cv

(3.6)

v,v6=w

where
Z
cv =

|Gv (f ) αv,LoS |2 df

(3.7)

f

Here, it is important to mention that Doppler effect can increase the IBI: if one of the users
is moving, a shift of its carrier frequency can make it transmit in a neighbor subwindow
and thus increase the interference.
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3.3

Rate Expression

The achievable rate of one user can be expressed as following,

R=B

n
X

kw (1 − ηw )

(3.8)

w=1

where n is the number of used subwindows and kw is the number of transmitted bits over
each subwindow and which is determined by the modulation scheme over that subwindow.
Here, ηw denotes the bit-error-rate approximated in [58] for MQAM modulation as,

ηw = 4 1 −

1
(Mw )

r


Q

3
γw
Mw − 1


(3.9)

The latter expression is a tight upper bound on the probability of error.

3.4

Problem Formulation

The objective of this work is to strategically allocate the transmit power and the accessed
the transmission subwindow to convey the minimum rate with a minimum power. The
corresponding optimization problem can be formulated as following,

NT
X

min
pw

pw

w=1

R ≥ Rmin

subject to

0≤

NT
X

(3.10)
pw ≤ pmax

w=1

pw ≥ 0.
where,
R=B

NT
X
w=1

kw (1 − ηw ) αw

(3.11)
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Here, ηw denotes the bit-error-rate over subwindow w.
Before delving to the solution, we have to state the feasibility condition of the problem,

B

X

kw ≥ Rmin .

(3.12)

w

This condition means that the available bandwidth with the used modulation scheme is
capable of supporting Rmin in the best case scenario represented as a null probability of
error. In the following, popt1 and popt2 denote respectively the optimal power of using one
window and the optimal power using two windows with different channel gains.

3.4.1

One Window

To simplify the problem, we start by considering that the user will transmit over one subwindow. We choose the subwindow with the lowest frequency to have the highest channel
gain with a fixed modulation scheme. The optimization problem will be simplified as following,
min
p

p


subject to

s



2
3 Gt Gr |h| p 
1
Bk 1 − 4 1 − √
Q
≥ Rmin
M − 1 BSw
M
0 ≤ p ≤ pmax .
(3.13)

The rate is a decreasing function of the power p. Then the optimal power is the value of p
that satisfies R (p) = Rmin . Therefore, the optimal solution is:
Unfeasible problem if R (pmax ) < Rmin , then, Popt = 0.
Feasible problem if R (pmax ) ≥ Rmin , then, Popt is such that R (Popt) = Rmin .
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3.4.2

Two Windows

In this section, we consider that the user tranmits its signal over two subwindows with two
different gains. The rate expression in this case is the following,
s
!!

3
Gt Gr |h1 |2 p1
1
Q
1−4 1− √
M1 − 1 G2 p2 + BSw
M1
s
!!


1
3
Gt Gr |h2 |2 p2
1−4 1− √
Q
M2 − 1 G1 p1 + BSw
M2


R = Bk1

+ Bk2

(3.14)

where,

G1 = Gt Gr c1

(3.15)

G2 = Gt Gr c2

(3.16)

c1 and c2 are found in 3.7.
The problem in 3.10 become the following,
min
p1 ,p2

subject to

p1 + p2
R ≥ Rmin

(3.17)

0 ≤ p1 + p2 ≤ pmax .
This problem is not convex and therefore we need to develop an algorithm that finds the
”best” solution. To do so, we proceed iteratively: we fix the power over one window and
optimize the other power and so on. Doing so, we find the minimum power that satisfies the
rate constraint. Therefore, the optimization problem becomes a one variable problem and
the rate will have two terms: an increasing term as function of the power which represents
the desired rate and an interference term which is decreasing of the power.
To do so, we can use Algorithm.1 to find the optimal powers p1 and p2 .
The initial distribution of the powers between the first and second window is very im-
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm
input: pinitial1 , pinitial2
choose λ
while p1 + p2 did not converge
p2 (n) = p2 (n − 1) + λ (popt2 (n − 1) − popt2 (n − 2))
while p1 or p2 did no converge
p1 = optimize(p2 )
p2 = optimize(p1 )
end
popt2 = p1 + p2
end
portant, since our problem is not convex and the convergence to a global minimum is not
guaranteed.
For the ranges of Rmin where the problem 3.13 is feasible, the optimal power will be the
total initial power to problem 3.17. This way will make the optimal power of two windows
case less than the solution of one window. For the values of Rmin where the problem 3.13 is
unfeasible, we start by the maximum power and keep searching for the total power p1 + p2
that improves the direction of the objective. This can be summarized in Algorithm.2
Algorithm 2 Algorithm
choose λ
popt1 = solution of problem 3.13
if popt1 6= 0
pinitial = popt1
else
pinitial = pinitial + λ (popt2 (n − 1) − popt2 (n − 2))
end
δmax = arg max

Rate ((1 − δ) pinitial , δpinitial )

pinitial1 = (1 − δ) pinitial
pinitial2 = δpinitial
optimize using Algorithm.1
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3.5

Simulation Results

In the section, we study the benefits of using our optimization method. Throughout different simulation examples, we investigate the impact of different system parameters on
the optimal transmit power in the case of one and two windows. We use the following
simulation parameters, unless otherwise specified; pmax = 5W , and a 4-QAM modulation.
The pathloss over the first window is 110.0051 dB and over the second window is 110.116
dB. AS mentioned before, in this system, we consider high antenna gains, Gt = 20dB and
Gr = 20dB, to ensure an aligned directed beam and prevent reflections. First, we study
the behavior of the system for different humidity levels, which directly affect the pathloss
values. As such, we plot, in Fig.3.2, the optimal power when using one window versus
the distance for different humidity levels. We observe, that as the humidity level increases,
the maximum distance is reduced considerably which emphasizes the impact of weather
conditions on the QoS. It can be seen, that for humidity of 1% more than 50 meters can
be achieved without spending all the available power budget while for the 30% humidity
case, the system can reach at maximum 8 meters using its maximum budget. Here arises
the importance of the environmental condition on the performance of systems transmitting
in the Terahertz band. High concentration of the air in watervapor, translated as humidity,
will degrade considerably the SNR.
The impact of the used modulation scheme is important as well since, QAM modulation is
known to improve the spectral efficiency, and therefore, we have more room to save power.
For this reason, we observe the optimal transmit power versus the minimum required rate
for different modulation schemes, specifically, for QPSK, 4QAM, and 16QAM. The first
aspect to be depicted is that higher number of transmitted bits per symbol requires more
energy to keep a certain probability of error. Second, as we said increasing the modulation
level increases the spectral efficiency and therefore the achievable rate. But this comes at
the expense of more consumed power.
Throughout this thesis, we wanted to investigate the merits of using more windows on the
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Figure 3.2: Optimal Transmit power versus the distance for
different humidity levels

Figure 3.3: Optimal transmit power versus the minimum required
rate for different modulation schemes in the one window case
transmit power. In Fig.3.4, we plot the optimal transmit power for one and two windows
for different values of minimum required rates. To this end, we explore the effect of using
two windows and its potential benefit over the one window case. We notice that, in low
values of Rmin , where the user can send in one window, using two windows can help save
the transmit power since the aggregate capacity of the channel will increase with the doubling of the total transmit bandwidth. For Rmin ≥ 4.32Gbps, the two windows case can
keep conveying the minimum rate with a low normalized power. It can send up to 8Gbps
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using 0.1% of its maximum budget considering pmax = 5W .
Additionally, since the system can convey the required rate without using its maximum
budget, our system outperforms the equally allocation scheme, as long as maximizing the
rate is not our objective.

It’s very important to study the effect of water vapor on the

Figure 3.4: Optimal transmit power versus the minimum required
rate for different modulation schemes in the two windows case

Figure 3.5: Optimal transmit power versus the distance for
different humidity levels in the two windows case
performance of our system. For this reason, we plot the optimal transmit power versus the
distance for different values of humidity levels in Fig.3.5. We notice first, that as the humid-
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ity increases, the benefit of using two windows becomes less significant. For a humidity
level of 1%, the two windows system can reach longer range by 2 meters for the same
amount of transmit power, while for a humidity level of 10%, the two windows system can
reach a range longer by 7 meters for the same transmit power. This can be explained by
the fact that the second window encounters more pathloss, which increases exponentially
with the humidity. That’s why, for high humidity, the second window will not bring important benefit to the system compared to one window case. It’s important to mention, that in
this simulation, we considered higher pathloss values that exceed the threshold 120 dB to
emphasize the behavior for different distances.

3.6

Conclusion

To sum up, THz waves face significant pathloss and are severely affected by weather conditions mainly the humidity levels. We noticed the need for very high antenna gains to beat
the high pathloss values in order to make wireless networks operating at THz frequencies
come to light. The benefit of using two windows outperforms the use of one window in
low humidity levels and this difference increases with the distance, which makes it very
insightful.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion

4.1

Summary

Since the usual frequency bands are now critically saturated because of the expansion of
wireless applications, THz band has gained the attention since it’s first not yet visited, and
second it offers wide-band communications and very high data rates. In this thesis, we
first introduced the Terahertz communication, its motivations and applications. Then, we
explained in details the pathloss in the THz band which is characterized by the additional
molecular absorption. We detailed the pathloss model, and the approach to compute it
for specific weather conditions represented as temperature and pressure. Other physical
peculiarities of THz channel were explained such as the scattering and the absorption loss in
materials. In the literature, these characteristics were taken in consideration while defining
channel models. In this context, we went through some works conducted to model the THz
channel in a deterministic and probabilistic approaches. In the last chapter, we proposed a
system with one user, trying to access the THz channel through one or two subwindows,
as defined by the THz standard, to convey a minimum required rate while minimizing its
transmit power. It was shown that using two windows helps saving the power since, the
capacity of the channel increases, and therefore, there are more room to increase the data
rate, and hence reduce the transmit power. Furthermore, we tried to see the behavior of
the system for different humidity levels, which is a key parameter in THz communication.
We observed that increasing the amount of water vapor in the air reduces considerably
the performance because of the important increase of pathloss and the absorption peaks
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become more pronounced.

4.2

Future Research Work

THz communication is an emerging research direction, that is catching the attention of
systems designers to reduce the burden on lower bands and to benefit from the numerous
merits of the THz radiation.
The work presented in this thesis can be extended as following:
• Extend the number of accessed subwindows to a general number using adaptive modulation schemes.
• Consider a multiuser case.
• Adaptability choose the transmission windows depending on the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver.
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